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                          INDIAN SCHOOL MUSCAT 

                                                      MIDDLE SECTION 

SUBJECT: ENGLISH                                                                                                                    TOPIC- DETERMINERS  

Class VII ___Name:___________________ Roll No: _____  Date:     /11/18   WORKSHEET NO: 16 
 

                                                                   DETERMINERS 
 
 
               Possessives               Demonstratives            Articles                   Quantifiers    
  my, our, your, his                  that, these, those     the (definite)          little ,few, a few, the  
 her, its  etc                                        this                     a, an (indefinite)      many, much, some ,more 
                        Numerals                                                                                       Several, enough etc                                                            
                   one ,two etc                                                                                           
                                                                                   Distributives                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
                                                                         Either, neither, both, all, every, any etc                                                                                                                   
,                                                            
                 
A DETERMINER modifies a noun. The correct use of a Determiner depends on the 
 
 comprehensive understanding of countable and uncountable nouns. 

 
Numerals, Quantifiers, Distributives :   indicate quantity 
 
Demonstratives, Possessives, Articles : classify or identify 
                                 

 
 I. Insert a /an /the and complete the paragraph on ‘Environment’: 

There was _________   programme on television about dangers to _____________environment.  

There was also __________ article about pollution in ____________paper. Global warming  

could wipe out ____________quarter of _______________million species of plants and animals  

by 2050 in _________ biggest mass extinctions since the dinosaurs, according to ___________  

international study. The United Nations said that ______ report highlights threats to__________  

creatures including Australian butterflies and Spanish Creatures. 

II. Fill in the blanks using this, that, these and those: 

i. Are we going out ______________ evening? 

ii. ___________ horse you see over there runs very fast. 
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iii. I don’t like to say _________, but I am not happy with the service here. 

iv. ___________ seats aren’t very comfortable, are they? 

v. Last month’s reviews were bad, but   ____________ are worse. 

III. Fill in the blanks choosing the correct determiner from the options given in 

brackets: 

i. There are ________________ bookstores in my locality.  (little / several / any)  

ii. I still have ________________ money left in the bank to be able to clear the bills. (little / 

a little/ few) 

iii. I wonder how____________ money she has spent in doing up the interiors of her house.  

(many/ much/some) 

iv.____________ customers have come to the shop. It has been a quiet day.  (a few/ few/a little) 

v. If you have ___________problems, you can discuss with your group leader. (any/ many/ 

some) 

vi. The postman hardly comes here. We receive ____________ letters. (few/ a few/ little) 

vii. I have used up _______________ milk that was in the fridge. (the little/ little/ the few) 

viii. He lost ______________ friends he had because of his aggressive nature. (the few/ few/ 

some) 

ix. We will need a ___________ loaf to make sandwiches for everyone. (whole/ all /some ) 

x. Sarah gets the train at half past seven ___________ morning.  (each / every /both) 

xi._____________ the questions are difficult .I can’t answer ______________of them. 

( both/ neither/either) 

xii._____________ worker was made to sign the contract. ( each / all / both) 

xiii. We have _______________oil to prepare the food. (enough / more/ much) 

xiv._______________ allegation is true.( neither / either/ any). 

xv. This tree has _____________ cherries than that one. (fewer / less/ little) 

IV. Insert my/ his /her/ their / its/ your in the following sentences: 

i. The board has decided that Zedco needs to improve _______image. 
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ii. Someone came up behind me and grabbed __________arm. 

iii. You should return the book to __________ owner immediately. 

iv. Rachel was not very sure where she had kept _____________ bag. 

vi. Hearing the shocking news, my brother shut ________eyes. 

vii. It took my friends a long time to park____________ cars.  

viii. Why did you bring ____________ work home? We are going out. 

V. Rearrange the following words to form meaningful sentences: 

 

i) the /were  / in /children /during / playing  / field / their  /recess /the 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

ii)  of them / saw  / UFO / land  / none  / just  /the / a short/ away  / from / distance /the field 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

iii) the /were /children / surprised /and  /shrieked /in  /fright/ when /a few / landed /more 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

6. The following passage has not been edited. There is an error in each line. 

Write the incorrect word and the correct word in the blanks provided: 

i) People ask, ‘How much bird species are there in Delhi?’                    ________     ________ 

ii)  There are many than 500 species that have been recorded                    ________    _________ 

iii)  from Delhi though the more recent statistics says that it’s                   _______    _________ 

iv)  just a  little over  400 species. Much species are becoming                   _______    _________ 

v) extinct due to a severe pollution in the capital.                                     _______    _________ 

vi) Ecologists are trying his best to find a solution                                  _______    _________ 

vii) to curb a menace that can become disastrous.                                    _______    _________ 

viii) They opine that there is a urgent need to implement                      _______    _________ 

  effective measures before it’s too late. 

 


